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US State Retail Sales Tax (RST):
Introduction and Overview

 45 of the 50 US states and the District of Columbia 
impose sales and use taxes (hereafter, collectively, 
RSTs)

 RSTs apply to sales of goods and selected services
 RST is a single-stage levy on final consumption

 Sales  to business are in principle nontaxable under “sale for 
resale” exemption 

 US RSTs deviate from theoretical norm (40% of RST 
revenues are attributable to business purchases) 

 RSTs raise approximately one-third of state-level tax 
revenue
 $310 billion for 12-month period ending March 2018



A Brief History of the Remote Selling 
Problem in the US: 1967-2018

 In National Bellas Hess, Inc. v. Department of Revenue 
(1967), the US Supreme Court held that federal constitutional 
restraints on state tax power embodied in the Commerce 
Clause and the Due Process Clause prevent states from 
requiring mail-order vendor without physical presence in the 
state to collect tax on purchases by in-state consumers
 There was no issue of power to tax (substantive jurisdiction)
 The only issue was power to require collection of tax due 

(enforcement jurisdiction)
 Requiring remote vendor without physical presence in the state 

to collect tax would violate Due Process Clause restraints, 
because of the lack of a “link” or “connection” to the state, and 
violate Commerce Clause restraints by “burdening” interstate 
commerce



A Brief History of the Remote Selling 
Problem in the US: 1967-2018 (cont’d)

 In Quill Corp. v. North Dakota (1992), the Court reaffirmed 
rule that states may require out-of-state sellers to collect and 
remit sales and use tax only in states where seller has physical 
presence, but it rested its judgment entirely on the Commerce 
Clause, holding that such a requirement does not violate Due 
Process Clause
 This was more than a lawyer’s debating point: Congress has the 

authority, under the Commerce Clause, which grants Congress 
power to regulate interstate commerce, to adopt sensible 
distance-selling rule legislation authorizing RST collection under 
prescribed conditions and to overrule the judicially created 
physical-presence rule of Bellas Hess and Quill, which is based 
on the “negative implications” of the Commerce Clause in the 
absence of congressional action



Wayfair and the Repudiation of the 
Physical-Presence Nexus Standard

 South Dakota’s law requires out-of-state sellers to collect tax “as if the 
seller had a physical presence in the state” (emphasis supplied) provided 
that the seller, on an annual basis, delivers more than $100,000 of goods 
or services into the state or engage in 200 or more separate transactions 
for the delivery of goods into the state

 Three large online retailers (Wayfair, Overstock.com, and Newegg) 
challenged the South Dakota statute as unconstitutional under the 
Commerce Clause

 In South Dakota v. Wayfair, Inc., 138 S. Ct. 2080 (2018), the US 
Supreme Court overruled Quill and Bellas Hess as “unsound and 
incorrect”

 The Court remanded the case the case for consideration of any 
Commerce Clause claims that might remain in the absence of Quill and 
Bellas Hess



Wayfair and the Repudiation of the 
Physical-Presence Nexus Standard

 The Court rejected the physical-presence test on three grounds
 First, the Court’s earlier embrace of the test was “flawed on its own 

terms,” because the physical-presence test is not a “necessary 
interpretation” of the substantial nexus requirement, creates rather 
than resolves market distortions, and disregards the more “sensitive, 
case-by-case analysis” of the Court’s modern Commerce Clause 
jurisprudence

 Second, the physical-presence test is inconsistent with modern e-
commerce and other “dramatic technological and social changes” that 
allow sellers to penetrate state markets without establishing a 
physical presence

 Third, the physical-presence test is “an extraordinary imposition by 
the Judiciary on States’ authority to collect taxes and perform critical 
public functions”



The Court’s Ruling inWayfair
 Once the Court overruled the physical-presence rule, the only remaining 

task was to apply the Commerce Clause nexus test
 The test “simply asks whether the tax applies to an activity with a 

substantial nexus the state”
 The decision followed easily, because “the nexus is clearly sufficient 

based on both the economic and virtual contacts respondents have with 
the State,” (emphasis supplied), namely delivery of more than $100,000 
of goods or services or engaging in 200 or more transactions for the 
delivery of goods and services into the state on an annual basis

 “This quantity of business could not have occurred unless the seller 
availed itself of the substantial privilege of carrying on business in South 
Dakota” 

 The sellers were “large, national companies that undoubtedly maintain 
an extensive virtual presence”



Constitutional Nexus After Wayfair

 Wayfair provides little concrete guidance to state tax 
administrators and state tax advisors as to the nature 
and level of “economic and virtual” contacts that will 
satisfy constitutional nexus norms for remote sellers

 All we know for sure in March 2019:
Sellers that deliver “more than $100,000 of goods or 
services” into a state or “engage in 200 or more 
separate transactions” in a state on an annual basis 
have “economic and virtual contacts” with the state that 
are “clearly sufficient” to satisfy constitutional 
standards.



Further Commerce Clause
Guidance from Wayfair

 The Court in Wayfair remanded the case for consideration of other 
Commerce Clause principles (apart from nexus) that prevent 
discrimination against or undue burdens upon interstate commerce 
and might be a basis for invalidating the act

 In so doing, the Court identified several features of South Dakota’s 
tax system “that appear designed to prevent discrimination against 
or undue burdens upon interstate commerce”:
 The statute provided a “safe harbor for those who transact only 

limited business in the state”
 The statute did not apply retroactively
 South Dakota was one of more than 20 states that have 

adopted the Streamlined Sales and Use Tax Agreement 
(SSUTA), which “standardizes taxes to reduce administrative 
and compliance costs.”



The States’ Response to 
Wayfair

 It may seem premature to be examining the states’ 
response to Wayfair a mere nine months after the 
Court’s decision

 But with ink barely dry on the opinion, states’ response 
has been nothing short of extraordinary 

 States seem to have taken three guiding principles 
(noted in preceding slide) to heart:
 Adopt a reasonable threshold (e.g. $100,000 of annual sales, 

200 annual transactions)
 Do not apply the standard retroactively
 Adopt SSUTA or equivalent simplifying measures



The States’ Response to 
Wayfair

 The following slides summarize the states’ legislative responses to 
Wayfair

 Some of the “responses” reflect legislation that had been enacted 
prior to Wayfair and was held in abeyance pending Wayfair and 
may have been modified after Wayfair (or its implementation 
delayed) 

 The majority of responses directed specifically at remote sellers (as 
distinguished from marketplace platforms) was enacted in direct 
response to Wayfair

 Most of the platform legislation was enacted during the year 
preceding Wayfair but some of the legislation has been modified in 
light of Wayfair
 However platform legislation is currently pending in an 

additional 23 states



STATE ANNUAL
SALES

THRESHOLD

ANNUAL 
TRANSACTION 

THRESHOLD

EFFECTIVE
DATE

REPORT/ 
COLLECT
OPTION

SSUTA
MEMBER

ALABAMA $250,000 (goods only) Not applicable Oct. 1, 2018 No No
CALIFORNIA $100,000 200 April 1, 2019 No No
COLORADO $100,000 200 Dec. 1, 2018 No No
CONNECTICUT $250,000 200 Dec. 1, 2018 No No
DISTRICT OF 
COLUMBIA

$100,000 200 Jan. 1, 2019 No No

GEORGIA $250,000 (goods only) 200 (goods only) Jan. 1, 2019 Yes No
HAWAII $100,000 200 July 1, 2018 No No
ILLINOIS $100,000 200 Oct. 1, 2018 No No
INDIANA $100,000 200 Oct. 1, 2018 No Yes
IOWA $100,000 200 Jan. 1, 2019 No Yes
KENTUCKY $100,000 200 Oct. 1, 2018 No Yes
LOUISIANA $100,000 200 Jan. 1, 2019 No No
MAINE $100,000 200 July 1, 2018 No No
MARYLAND $100,000 200 Oct. 1, 2018 No No
MASSACHUSETTS $500,000 and 100 Oct. 1, 2017 No No
MICHIGAN $100,000 200 Oct. 1, 2018 No Yes
MINNESOTA $100,000 100 Oct. 1, 2018 No Yes
MISSISSIPPI $250,000 Not applicable Sept. 1, 2018 No No
NEBRASKA $100,000 200 Jan. 1, 2019 No Yes

Post-Wayfair Nexus Rules for Remote Sellers
(as of March 2019)



STATE ANNUAL
SALES

THRESHOLD

ANNUAL 
TRANSACTION 

THRESHOLD

EFFECTIVE
DATE

REPORT/ 
COLLECT
OPTION

SSUTA
MEMBER

NEVADA $100,000 200 Nov. 1, 2018 No Yes
NEW JERSEY $100,000 200 Nov. 1, 2018 No Yes
NEW YORK $300,000 and 100 Jan. 15, 2019 No No
NORTH 
CAROLINA

$100,000 200 Nov. 1, 2018 No Yes

NORTH DAKOTA $100,000 200 Oct. 1, 2018 No Yes
OKLAHOMA $10,000 Not applicable July 1, 2018 Yes Yes
PENNSYLVANIA $10,000 Not applicable Mar. 1, 2018 No No
RHODE ISLAND $100,000 200 Aug. 17, 2017 Yes Yes
SOUTH 
CAROLINA

$100,000 Not applicable Nov. 1, 2018 No No

SOUTH DAKOTA $100,000 200 Nov. 1, 2018 No Yes
TEXAS $500,00 Not applicable Oct.1, 2019 No Yes
UTAH $100,000 200 Jan. 1, 2019 No Yes
VERMONT $100,000 200 July 1, 2018 No Yes
VIRGINIA $100,000 200 July 1, 2019 No. No.
WASHINGTON $100,000 200 Oct. 1, 2018 No* Yes
WEST VIRGINIA $100,000 200 Jan. 1, 2019 No Yes
WISCONSIN $100,000 200 Oct. 1, 2018 No Yes
WYOMING $100,000 200 Feb. 1, 2019 No Yes

____________________
*Washington retains a preexisting report or collect option for remote sellers with receipts from $10,000 to 
$100,000.

Post-Wayfair Nexus Rules for Remote Sellers
(as of March 2019)

(continued)



STATE OBLIGATION ANNUAL 
SALES

THRESHOLD

ANNUAL 
TRANSACTION

THRESHOLD

EFFECTIVE
DATE

ALABAMA Collect and remit tax or
comply with reporting 
requirements

$250,000 aggregate
platform sales

Not applicable Dec. 1, 2019

CONNECTICUT Collect and remit tax $250,000 aggregate 
platform sales

Not applicable Dec. 1, 2018

DISTRICT OF 
COLUMBIA

Collect and remit tax $100,000 aggregate 
platform sales

200 aggregate
platform 
transactions

April 1, 2019

IOWA Collect and remit tax $100,000 aggregate
platform sales

200 aggregate 
platform 
transactions

Jan. 1, 2019

MINNESOTA Collect and remit tax Remote sellers with 
$10,000 sales

Not applicable Oct. 1, 2018

NEW JERSEY Collect and remit tax Not applicable* Not applicable Nov. 1, 2018
OKLAHOMA Collect and remit tax or

comply with reporting 
requirements

$10,000 aggregate 
platform sales

Not applicable Jan. 1, 2018

PENNSYLVANIA Collect and remit tax or
comply with reporting 
requirements

$10,000 aggregate 
platform sales

Not applicable Mar. 1, 2018

State Marketplace Platform Legislation
(as of March 2019)

[Similar legislation pending in 23 additional states]



STATE OBLIGATION ANNUAL 
SALES

THRESHOLD

ANNUAL 
TRANSACTION

THRESHOLD

EFFECTIVE
DATE

RHODE ISLAND Comply with reporting 
requirements

$100,000 aggregate
platform sales

200 aggregate
platform 
transactions

Jan. 15, 2018

SOUTH DAKOTA Collect and remit tax $100,000 aggregate 
platform sales

200 aggregate
platform 
transactions

March 1, 
2019

WASHINGTON Collect and remit tax if 
threshold 1 is met

Collect and remit tax or
comply with 
notice/information 
reporting requirements if 
threshold 2 is met

Threshold 1:
$100,000 aggregate 
platform sales

Threshold 2:
Between $10,000 
and $100,000 
aggregate platform 
sales

Threshold 1: 200 
aggregate platform
transactions

Threshold 2: Less 
than 200 aggregate 
platform
transactions

Jan. 1, 2018

WYOMING Collect and remit tax $100,000 aggregate 
platform sales

Not applicable July 1, 2019

State Marketplace Platform Legislation
(as of March 2019)

(continued)



Wayfair and Australian Suppliers
 Under US constitutional principles, international cross-border trade 

and non-US suppliers must be treated no worse (and, arguably, no 
better) than interstate cross-border trade and US suppliers

 Key issues involve enforcement jurisdiction
 Services/intangibles

 No border controls
 Default judgment in US not enforceable in foreign 

jurisdictions under the “revenue rule”:
 “No country ever takes notice of the revenue laws of another”
(Holman v. Johnson, 98 Eng. Rep. 1120 (1775), p. 1121)
 Fundamental difference between international and interstate 

issues
 “Full Faith and Credit Clause” governs interstate disputes
 Analogy to EU (jurisdictions “bound by a common legal 

framework” as distinguished from non-EU jurisdictions)



Wayfair and Australian Suppliers

 International multilateral and bilateral agreements on mutual 
assistance in tax matters are generally inapplicable 
 OECD and Council of Europe, Multilateral Convention on Mutual 

Assistance in Tax Matters: Amended by the 2010 Protocol
 US issued a “Reservation” declining to comply with mutual tax recovery 

provision
 Bilateral Tax Treaties

 Sometimes contain reciprocal tax enforcement provisions, but generally 
apply only to national-level income taxes, except for the 
nondiscrimination provision

 State legislation recognizing foreign-country judgments in their courts
 Goal of obtaining recognition of state court judgments in foreign 

countries
 Generally provide an exception for a “judgment for taxes” (reflecting 

“revenue rule”)



Wayfair and Australian Suppliers

 Goods
 US Customs: US duty-free exemption $800
 US Customs and Border Protection Website

 “Customs and Border Protection (CPB) does not collect sales 
tax on goods imported into the U.S.”

 “However, CBP will make entries and  CBP declarations to 
state tax representatives if requested . Some states 
occasionally review these documents and send letters to 
importers and travelers notifying them that they owe state 
taxes.” 

 Issues for goods (below threshold, and maybe even above) is 
therefore essentially the same as for services: few if any border 
controls



Wayfair and Australian Suppliers

But the preceding slides 
are not the end of the 
story for Australian 
suppliers …



Wayfair and Australian Suppliers
 First, if the Australian supplier has assets in any US 

state, a judgment based on “virtual presence” in another 
state, where its sales exceed the threshold, would 
expose it to liability through a default judgment* 
satisfied in the state where it has assets

 The Australian supplier, though operating outside the US, might 
have assets in other states in the form of inventory on its way to 
customers and US bank accounts or other financial assets in the 
hands of credit card companies, payment processors, or other 
financial intermediaries

 The US Internal Revenue Service requires payment processors to 
notify it of payments to vendors in excess of $20,000 or 200 
transactions, and IRS shares this information with states

_________
*Implemented in 49 states and the District of Columbia by the Uniform Enforcement of 
Foreign Judgments Act, available at www.uniformlaws.org



Wayfair and Australian Suppliers

 Second, with the dominant role that a small number of 
marketplace platforms play in facilitating cross-border 
online sales, most sales by Australian suppliers are likely 
to involve such marketplaces
 The large marketplaces are already complying with the 

states’ marketplace platform collection obligations such 
obligations are likely to spread to virtually all states in the 
near future

 Third, wholly apart from marketplace-facilitated sales, 
Australian suppliers may well choose to comply with 
simplified collection regimes to avoid tax liabilities that 
could become problematic going forward



Concluding Observations
 In Wayfair, the Court dramatically expanded the states’ power to require 

remote suppliers to collect taxes on in-bound sales to local consumers
 By replacing a constitutional “nexus” rule based entirely on physical 

presence with one based on “economic and virtual contacts,” the Court 
consigned much of the earlier US experience in the collection of tax on 
online sales to the dustbin of history and it ushered in a new era of state 
law and practice explicitly embracing the states’ expanded powers to tax 
online sales

 The states’ response to the Court’s decision has been nothing short of 
extraordinary, and it is continuing on a daily basis.

 The implications for Australian and other foreign suppliers are significant 
although the states’ enjoy greater power to enforce collection 
obligations over interstate than international transactions

Thank you for your attention
Questions?
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